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Executive summary
The Orleans House Gallery Skills for the Future project ran over a four-year period 2014-2018. Eight,
six-month long traineeships and four, year-long apprenticeships were delivered, providing 12
placements in total. The project was funded by the National Lottery Heritage Fund and led and
administered by Orleans House Gallery.
The project aimed to:
•
•
•

Address skill shortages
Improve workforce diversity
Build on best practice

Each of the eight traineeships were delivered with 40% of the trainee time spent with one of the five
partner organisations of:
•
•
•
•
•

Arts and Crafts Hammersmith
Environment Trust
Fulham Palace Trust
Strawberry Hill Trust
World Rugby Museum

As a result of the project all of the 12 participants improved their confidence and skills, making
themselves more employable. They learnt skills that are needed in the heritage sector. Ten of the
participants are currently in work, all of them in the arts and heritage sector, three of these at project
partner sites. One participant is studying for an MA in Museum Studies.
All of the partner organisations have increased their skills in recruiting a more diverse workforce and
recruiting for potential. 50% of participants were from BAME backgrounds, exceeding the project
target of 40%. Partners reported the trainees impacted on their programming and made them think
more about the needs of wider audiences.
Orleans House Gallery (OHG) has developed a streamlined model for delivering traineeships and
apprenticeships with targeted recruitment. They provided the right level of support for individuals
helping them become work ready. Key to this were tested processes and contacts for recruitment and
the addition of a mentor, as well as line managers from the second year. The mentor was able to
provide the pastoral support required to ensure successful placements.
The organisations involved developed robust HR processes for running the placements and partners
commented on the value of effectively shadowing the process OHG ran so they then felt confident to
run their own placements. OHG developed key skills in the delivery of the qualification element of
apprenticeships that they have applied to subsequent projects.
The Traineeship model of two separate sites, which echoes teacher training where trainees work
across multiple schools to develop their skills, has proved particularly effective in providing a wide
range of experiences in a short period of time, enabling participants to evidence their skills to
prospective employers. Host organisations also benefited from the dual site model; trainees
transferred knowledge between sites during their placements that helped develop the practice and
programmes of sites.
It is worth noting the high turn-over of staff involved in the project and the use of short-term contracts.
Every member of staff who was involved at the start of the project in 2014 changed by the end of the
project in October 2018. This has implications for the legacy of the project within the host and partner
organisations, but also means that staff who have moved on to roles in other heritage organisations
are disseminating their learning through the sector via these moves.
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Recommendations for future projects
1. Adopt the recruitment model including targeted advertising and open days.
2. For maximum impact over a short period of time run placements across two sites or in larger
organisations consider across two departments – this has benefits for organisations and
individuals that outweigh the additional organisational time required to set up.
3. Employ a mentor for participants, separate from line manager, who is a member of staff. Having
the programme coordinator as the mentor works well.
4. Give participants a timetable for their first few weeks.
5. Be very clear about how management responsibility is split between mentor and manager and
across sites. For example, who signs off on training requests, annual leave, who sick leave is
reported to and so on.
6. Wherever possible ensure line managers do not change over the course of placements to
maximise outcomes for trainees and apprentices.
7. Ensure time is protected for supervisors to support placements, and for participants to do
coursework for any qualifications.
8. Provide training for participants on how to get the most out of CPD opportunities including
networking. Put in place a system to disseminate learning from the training they attend within
the wider organisation.
9. Make small amounts of funding available; this is what drives the ability of smaller organisations
to take part and drives communication and further partnership working around a positive
project.
10. Funders should require similar projects to pay a living wage to ensure diversity of participants.
They should also highlight that apprenticeship programmes could be eligible for Apprenticeship
Levy funds.
11. Sector support should be put in place to ensure Apprenticeship NVQ qualification assessors
are drawn from staff who have experience of working in the heritage sector and understand
how heritage organisations function.
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Alumni apprentices and trainees re-visiting Orleans House
Gallery for a careers workshop and CV writing training day
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Apprentices presenting at a Creative Careers event for people wishing to enter the sector

Context
The National Lottery Heritage Fund Skills for the Future (SftF) programme was an important initiative
for the cultural sector, supporting organisations to consider how they best deliver work-based
learning, address skills shortages and increase all types of diversity among their staff.
The SftF projects aimed to tackle the twin issues of museums and archives identifying skills gaps and a
lack of ethnic and socioeconomic diversity in organisations which aspire to promote equality of access
to objects and collections.
Opening up entry routes in to museums and galleries is complicated by a range of factors which include
high demand for a limited number of jobs, an emphasis on academic qualifications, few on the job
training opportunities and low pay. For a long-time gaining entry to the sector has been dependent on
undertaking unpaid internships to build skills, discriminating in favour of those who can afford to work
unpaid.
The SftF programme importantly offered paid traineeships alongside apprenticeships and at a sector
level represented an important step change in access routes in to museums and the heritage sector.

Orleans House Gallery Skills for the Future Programme
The Orleans House Gallery SftF programme was run by Orleans House Gallery (OHG) and worked
with five partners across west London over four years 2014-2018. OHG delivered four one-year
apprenticeships and eight six-month traineeships, with traineeships placements split across OHG and
one or two partner sites. Apprenticeships targeted NEET (Not in Education, Employment or Training)
young people, and traineeships targeted young people from black and minority ethnic (BAME)
backgrounds.
The three key aims of the projects were to:
•
•
•

Address skills shortages
Improve workforce diversity
Build on best practice

See appendix B for further details.
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Key outputs of the project
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 participants completed 1-year apprenticeships in collections care and heritage building
management, gaining level 3 qualifications in Community Arts Management.
8 participants completed 6-month traineeships in heritage learning, interpretation and
participation.
8 existing staff received training
Online toolkit for hosting placements created for the heritage sector
Sector event for West London Museums
Digital content created by trainees and apprentices to document their experience:
http://skillsforthefutureohg.tumblr.com/

Partners
Lead organisation: Orleans House Gallery
Partner organisations
•
•
•
•
•

Arts and Crafts Hammersmith
Environment Trust
Fulham Palace Trust
Strawberry Hill Trust
World Rugby Museum

Originally Garrick's Temple was included as a partner, however they had to withdraw from the project
due to their concerns about capacity to host placements.

Trainee Seven facilitating
children’s half-term art
workshops at Orleans
House Gallery
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Project Evaluation Methodology
Three research questions were developed with proxy measures to record if the three key aims of the
project were met (address skills shortages, improve workforce diversity and build on best practice).
Data collection tools were developed that included online surveys and phone and in person interviews
as well as analysis of materials associated with the programme.

Research questions, measurement and data collection
1. To what extent, and how does the Orleans House Gallery SftF programme address skills shortages
of Orleans House and the partner organisations?
2. To what extent, and how does the Orleans House Gallery SftF programme improve workforce
diversity?
3. To what extent, and how does the Orleans House Gallery SftF programme model build best
practice and organisation partnership skills?
Research question
To what extent, and
how does the Orleans
House Gallery SFTF
programme
address
skills shortages of
Orleans House and the
partner organisations?
To what extent, and
how does the Orleans
House Gallery SFTF
programme improve
workforce diversity?

To what extent, and
how does the Orleans
House Gallery SftF
programme
model
build best practice and
organisation
partnership skills?

Proxy measures
Knowledge and skills (heritage,
learning or collections) developed
by trainees and partner staff
Career progression of previous
years trainees

Data collection
Data from training provider
Baseline
and
summative
questionnaire with trainees
Mini interviews with trainees
Interview with supervisors

Diversity of applicants and trainees
Attitude or behaviour change by
recruiters
Confidence
Ownership and belonging (ACE
CYP quality principles link)
Career progression of previous
years trainees

Analysis of text of JDs, job packs
and advertising
Analysis of application data
Existing data from trainee’s
qualification records
Baseline
and
summative
questionnaire with trainees
Interview with supervisors
Interview
with
Programme
Manager
Interview with site directors
Breadth and quality of training offer Baseline
and
summative
Expectations and skills of trainee questionnaire with supervisors
supervisors
Interview with supervisors
Time required to deliver support Interview
with
Programme
for trainees
Manager
Attitude of partner staff to work Interview with site directors
based learning including confidence
to deliver
Attitude of organisation staff to
working in partnership.
Partnership skills developed by
organisation staff
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Data Collection Matrix
Questionnaire
Trainees & Online
apprentices
questionnaire
baseline
summative

Supervisors

Online
questionnaire
baseline
summative

Programme
Manager

Interviews
–
and

Focus
group

Exit interview

Records
Trainees
qualification and
demographic
data
Level 2 / 3
qualification data
Destinations
data

Annual mini- interview Annual
– for OHG supervisor. End workshop
and of apprenticeship or
trainee interview for
partner sites
Annual interview

Applications
demographic
data
Text of JDs, job
packs
and
advertising

Data Collection Tools
1. Baseline trainee online questionnaire, including General Self Efficacy scale questions to track
confidence
2. Summative trainee online questionnaire
3. Baseline supervisor online questionnaire
4. Summative supervisor online questionnaire
5. Trainee mini-interview protocol
6. Supervisor mini-interview protocol
7. Programme manager interview protocol
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Trainee Five setting up for a Summer Holiday workshop which she planned and delivered at Fulham Palace

The Model
Orleans House Gallery (OHG) was the anchor organisation, managing the HR functions including
recruitment, training and payroll. The project ran 2014 to 2018.
Four year-long apprenticeships were run. NEET (not in education, employment or training) young
people were the target audience for apprenticeships.
Eight trainees were recruited using the recruiting for potential model. They each had six-month
placements over the four years of the project. Trainees spent 40% of their time at partner sites and
60% at OHG.
Partner organisations each hosted one trainee over the course of the project for three or six months.
The traineeships ran sequentially, so only one partner was actively hosting a trainee at any time.

Recruitment
‘The open and inclusive methods of recruitment have been a striking part of the programme and has
worked very successfully for the recruitment of trainees. For any future recruitment for staff I would
advocate and implement varied advertising for the role.’
Pippa Joiner, Former Arts and Heritage Development Coordinator, Orleans House Gallery
Materials
OHG considered carefully the pitch of materials. Application forms explicitly invited applicants to use
examples from personal life in case they did not have work experience. Questions included:
Describe an event you have organised - for educational reasons, a social occasion, or related to
work. Tell us how you planned it, how you made it work, how you managed any financial matters and
how you could tell if it was successful. (250 words limit)
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Tell us about a culture, heritage or arts organisation or event you have visited or attended recently.
Why did you go there? What did you think made it successful or not? How would you have improved
it? (250 words limit)
Advertising material also included text highlighting they were particularly interested in applications
from Black, Asian and ethnic minority applicants:
At Orleans House Gallery we want to receive applications from people from all backgrounds and
increase the diversity of our workforce. We encourage applications from those from black, ethnic
minority applicants as these groups are currently underrepresented in our sector.
Advertising
Advertising was targeted through partners who worked with the groups from which OHG was aiming
to recruit. Recruiting NEET (Not in Employment, Education or Training) young people was a challenge.
Ahead of advertising opportunities OHG staff met with colleagues in the organisations and talked
through what they were trying to achieve. Working with the Prince’s Trust and local schools helped
get the message out to potential apprentices.
Staff reflected that building a relationship with Job Centre Plus before advertising to be clear about
who they were looking for could have resulted in more fruitful referrals. In the event the Job Centre
referred candidates who either were not suitable or were not interested.
OHG had NEET and BAME (Black, Asian and minority ethnic) recruitment targets for the project.
They found it was far harder to recruit NEET young people than candidates from a BAME background
and would recognise this difference in future projects.
‘Recruiting trainees with a BAME background was easier – we worked with gatekeeping
organisations that mirrored the diversity of the applicants we wanted to attract and were explicit
with our aims during recruitment. Attracting NEET young people to apply was more difficult due to
the nature of them not being linked to organisations. Working with schools and building relationships
with sixth form teachers helped, some of whom were still in touch with young people who had left
school in the last few years but were not in education or employment.’
Beatrice McDermott, Former Arts and Heritage Development Coordinator, Orleans House
Gallery
Process
Open days were held for recruitment rounds to give applicants a sense of the role and a chance to get
advice on their applications. Open days became part of the recruitment strategy when OHG struggled
to get NEET young people and those without degrees applying for the roles. To begin they ran two or
three days to make sure the maximum number of people could attend. This required too much capacity
for the value they added, so OHG moved to one day per round, ensuring they advertised the day
widely beforehand via the job centre, schools and other organisations.
Text promoting the open day from OHG job advert
The open days will include a number of activities and an opportunity to seek advice for completing
your application. Attending an open day is encouraged as your participation may help to support your
application for the role.
A deadline of between one month, but at least 14 days after the open days was set for written
applications. OHG then sifted applications and the partner organisation who would co-host the
placement then took part in a second sift. All the staff who took part in the recruitment process were
instructed to recruit for potential. Evaluation shows that the difference between a recruiting for
potential process and a standard recruitment process was recognised with staff having lower
expectations of the level of skills and knowledge applicants would have (see page 15 for more detail).
Staff involved acknowledged you had to enter the process with an element of trust that the people
you recruit will rise to the challenges you offer them.
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‘We got people in who wouldn’t have been able to enter the sector otherwise through lack of
experience, not skill’
Pippa Joiner, Former Arts and Heritage Development Coordinator, Orleans House Gallery
OHG would have like to not just rely on the traditional interview format as the final component of
the recruitment process, instead including practical exercises and better ways of looking for potential.
However, there were constrained by the Council recruitment policy and processes.
OHG also set aside dedicated time to feedback to applicants who were not successful for those who
were interviewed on their interview and application forms. Those who applied but were not
interviewed were sent an email with information about how to get involved in the sector and with
OHG, for example as volunteers.
See the Orleans House Gallery online toolkit for hosting placements for the full process of recruitment
including the list of where OHG advertised opportunities.

Trainee Seven assisting with the re-hanging of Queen Caroline’s portrait at Orleans House Gallery
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Pay
Originally the project had planned to offer bursaries rather than salaries to the trainees. This would
mean lower taxation of the funds paid to the trainees. Much work went in to setting up this model,
however after extensive consultation with HMRC they decided this was not possible as OHG were
part of a local authority.
OHG committed to paying the trainees and apprentices the London living wage. The original budget
included £16,000 per year for the bursary. The new amount including on costs was over £21,000 per
year. This was a significant increase and OHG had to cut back on additional staff it recruited to deliver
the project and offer far more in-kind support to deliver the London living wage.
OHG made a values-based decision to sacrifice elements of the project and put more internal staff
time in to the project to ensure the Living wage was paid. The project co-ordinator observed that
essentially trainees or apprentices would almost have to be living rent free to afford to do the
placement if the living wage was not paid, which in turn could have limited the placements to those
with additional resources.
‘It is really difficult for people to live if you are not offering the London living wage. You are not
opening up opportunities for people without other support if you are not offering the London living
wage.’
Pippa Joiner, Former Arts and Heritage Development Coordinator, Orleans House Gallery
The level of pay is an important element of attracting a wider range of people to the placements and
widening out the workforce pool beyond those with family support or money to work for below living
wages.
OHG observed that it would be helpful for the Heritage Fund to specify the living wage is paid for
programmes similar to this to ensure a more diverse workforce is recruited.
Apprenticeship Levy
The final apprenticeship was eligible to claim Apprenticeship Levy Credits via Richmond upon Thames
Local Authority credits to fund the training component of the project. £2,500 of the Council’s credits
were used towards training from 2017 onwards.

Trainee Eight ready for a hard-hat site tour at Fulham Palace
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Induction
OHG provided a timetable for new starters as they were settling in, and on an ongoing basis if
necessary. They found this helpful for all trainees and apprentices. This was put together by their
mentor.
Some of the trainees were able to overlap with the previous trainee at OHG and report this was
useful. The existing trainee was able to provide valuable advice on the traineeship and how to get the
most out of it, as well as handover of projects and training on the work that needed doing. One trainee
had longer than two weeks as handover and reported this was not useful as it resulted in not enough
work for both trainees to do and was demotivating.
‘When I started there was a cross-over between me and the previous trainee. I'd suggest this for future
trainees as it was a great induction and she was great for advice and having someone to answer
questions from someone who understands from a first-hand perspective.’ Trainee

Training
This trainees and apprentices were very appreciative of the large training and CPD offer. OHG staff
reflected that as part of the trainee and apprentice induction it would have been helpful to run training
on how to get the most out of training itself. Key topics would be networking on your own, and your
organisation’s behalf, including information on everything the organisation offers, and ways to be an
advocate for the organisation.
OHG also regretted not putting in place at the start of the project a system for participants to
disseminate learning from the training they attend to the wider organisation. They also reported that
they should have taken more control over the training apprentices and trainees went on in order to
ensure it was beneficial for the whole organisation.
‘Being given such a generous budget for training made the experience even more valuable and
enhanced the work I undertook throughout my role.’ Trainee

Trainee Five accompanying some children-looked-after on a trip to Ham House
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Mentor and managers
OHG introduced the mentor role when they realised more time was needed for pastoral care to
support trainees and apprentices through placements, despite believing they had already put extra
support in place.
Mentors improved the experience of trainees and apprentices providing them with continuity during
the placement and help post placement with job hunting. Having a mentor also allowed for better use
of staff time with line managers focusing on developing skills.
‘I got a great deal of support and having a mentor that was separate to the team I worked within
was really helpful to me, if issues did arise, I felt I had someone to go to.’ Trainee
‘I have felt very supported throughout my placement here’ Apprentice
In interviews there is a clear difference in how trainees and apprentices talk about placements before
and after the mentor role was introduced. Before trainees and apprentices felt lost and overwhelmed
finding their place in organisations and knowing what to do. Having a mentor seemed to give them
greater confidence to find their feet.
A good example of the need for the mentor is this comment from an apprentice in response to a
question about what could be improved on the programme:
‘I found it difficult to adjust to this environment and also to working as I haven't been in work for over
a year... So, having [project co-ordinator] and other staff to help me and give me advice and honest
information about people at the gallery and how it works and what is acceptable behaviour.’
The mentor created timetables for the induction period and had frequent one to ones with the trainees
and apprentices. The frequency was decided on an individual basis and changed over the course of the
traineeship or apprenticeship.
Mentors checked participants had enough time carved out for coursework for qualifications. OHG
gave apprentices one day a week for this and training, which limited the stress put on apprentices and
meant that line managers respected that they needed dedicated coursework time.
OHG found it helpful for the programme coordinator to be the mentor. They also learnt it was
important to be very clear about how management responsibility was split between mentor and
manager and across sites. For example, who signs off on training requests, annual leave, who sick leave
is reported to and so on.
‘I received a strong network of support from both places, with it clearly outlined who to go to for
various queries and help as well as having regular chats with people at both places to check up on
progress.’ Trainee
A valuable lesson for both mentors and line managers was that it is important to be prepared to
reinforce employability and work ready skills early on, particularly if participants do not have previous
work experience. They suggested having clear consequences in place, for example to be clear that
there would be a pay cut if a trainee or apprentice arrived late to work a set number of times.
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Trainee Five assisting with a STEM inspired design workshop at Orleans House Gallery

Impact
As set out above on page seven, three research questions were developed with proxy measures to
record if the three key aims of the project were met.

1. To what extent, and how does the Orleans House Gallery SFTF
programme address skills shortages of Orleans House and the partner
organisations?
Knowledge and skills developed by trainees and career progression
All eight trainees and four apprentices reported they had increased their knowledge and skills, and this
had an impact on their ability to pursue a career in heritage.
Five of the trainees are currently employed in full time roles in heritage organisations as:
•
•
•
•
•

Learning, Outreach and Volunteer Development Officer, Arts and Crafts Hammersmith
Museum Officer, World Rugby Museum
Community Co-ordinator, Horniman Museum and previously Community Engagement Coordinator, Dulwich Picture Gallery
Collections Manager at Battersea Arts Centre and previously Assistant Curator, Science
Museum
Volunteer Development Officer (temporary), Fulham Palace

A further two are working freelance delivering arts and heritage education projects and workshops.
One of these is also working as a teaching assistant in a primary school as they wanted the security of
regular income. The eighth trainee is studying an MA in Museum Studies.
Of the four apprentices three are in work, with two working in the arts and heritage sector; one as a
Junior Art Technician at Michael Hoffman gallery having previously worked at the Serpentine Gallery,
and one as Freelance Marketing Officer for Orleans House Gallery. Two are looking for heritage work.
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Example comments which show how skills and knowledge were developed include:
‘On my very first day of the traineeship I was in this workshop and having never been in education
sessions or worked with adults with special educational needs I remember feeling out of my depth
and unsure how to conduct myself (however enjoying it all the same). Whereas looking to it now I
feel so confident and competent that I can not only take part in the sessions but be a central figure
in them assisting and enjoying every minute of it.’ Trainee
‘[I] have been able to go on a great deal of training sessions which have all provided me with even
more skills and knowledge than I thought I would gain’ Apprentice
‘They did fill skills gaps, and in a small organisation they also filled the manpower gap’ Supervisor
‘Knowledge of new social media and marketing has been striking amongst trainees. It has been
helpful that some of the trainees have had some industry experience which they have shared and
previously existing skills which they have implemented in the role (E.g. Trainee 4 had excellent
graphic design skills and produced marketing templates).’
Pippa Joiner, Former Arts and Heritage Development Coordinator, Orleans House Gallery

Knowledge and skills developed by staff
Two members of OHG staff were trained to assess level 3 workplace qualifications and the project
has supported the career progression of staff within the organisation allowing them to develop project
management and partnership working skills.
The final project coordinator progressed during the project from project coordinator and mentor
through to managing and overseeing the project and would now be able to go on and develop a skills
shortage or workforce diversity programme in another museum.
OHG has increased its knowledge of the mechanics of running successful placements including setting
up pay and HR systems and supporting apprentices to earn qualifications.
Host organisations reported that trainees filled skills and manpower gaps in their organisations. They
also talked about how taking part in the project has increased their skill in taking part in similar
partnership projects and their confidence in running internships.
‘We are more confident in taking internship opportunities forward. We understand where it is
important to be flexible and where to provide structure. We now have a lot more interns.’
Kate Kern, Learning and Engagement Manager, Fulham Palace
‘I have undertaken and gained a Level 3 city and guilds assessing competence in the workplace
qualification as part of this SFTF programme and this has helped to support the trainees and ensure
quality standards across all 8 traineeships and 4 apprenticeships, trying to ensure an equal
experience for all participants. This has been applied outside the SFTF programme to wider staff I
manage.’
Pippa Joiner, Former Arts and Heritage Development Coordinator, Orleans House Gallery
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Trainee Two assisting with an exhibition install designed by young people at a local youth club

2. To what extent, and how does the Orleans House Gallery SFTF
programme improve workforce diversity?
Diversity of applicants and trainees
The programme had a target of recruiting 40% of trainees and apprentices from people with a black,
Asian or minority ethnic (BAME) background. They exceeded this target with 50% of trainees
and apprentices from a BAME background. Given the very poor record of the heritage sector
in recruiting BAME staff this shows that appropriate recruitment and systems can diversify the
workforce. It is also worth noting again that OHG felt that recruiting NEET young people was a far
more complicated issue to be resolved than recruiting people from a BAME background.
Diversity lead to a change in programming
The act of having BAME and young people employed as trainees made host organisations consider
more carefully their practice and audiences. Both organisations and participants mentioned the value
of having young people represented, and having questions asked about their practice and audience
focus by these young people. Supervisors reported that trainees provided new perspectives and
viewpoints in their teams which in turn led to changes in their programming.
‘The experience, knowledge and confidence our trainee gained at OHG made us aware we could be
adventurous in taking on more diverse audiences; people with dementia and those socially isolated.
Now we work with these groups in our regular programming.’
Helen Elletson, Curator, William Morris Society
‘Diversifying our audiences was a key aim running concurrently to our Skills for the Future
programme. We really valued trainees and apprentices’ input to programming; our final apprentice
worked with our curator on a show with contemporary artists reinterpreting elements of our
collection and suggested new ways of reaching younger emerging artists.’
Beatrice McDermott, Former Arts and Heritage Development Coordinator, Orleans House
Gallery
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The trainees challenged host sites to consider expanding their audiences. They also gave them the
confidence to work with new audiences through the knowledge transfer of skills learnt at OHG to
partner sites.
Examples include at Arts and Craft Hammersmith where programming was developed for new
audiences including dementia sufferers and those who are socially isolated. Strawberry Hill and Fulham
Palace both reported the trainee made them think about the needs of new audiences and how to be
more inclusive.
‘The trainee raised things and saw things in other ways. She made us think in more diverse ways
generally from her input personally. Everything just becomes so much more interesting when you
have people from different backgrounds and with different experiences involved.’
Kate Kern, Learning and Engagement Manager, Fulham Palace

Attitude or behaviour change by recruiters
The trainees and apprentices were asked questions at the end of their placements about their
perception of Orleans House Gallery’s values and behaviour.

Two of the 10 trainees and apprentices who responded to the questions disagreed with statements
that related to how well Orleans House Gallery supported diversity and equality. These two
placements experienced specific issues which raised questions about the structure of the programme.
One experienced conflict with the Council HR team and one with their working relationship with
OHG staff. Changes were made as a result of their experiences, including introducing the mentor role.
We asked the supervisors about their expectations of how job ready applicants to roles would be and
trainees and apprentices about their perceptions of the host organisations values and behaviour linked
to diversity and equal opportunities.
Supervisors had different expectations of how job ready SFTF programme applicants would be.
The two following charts show the responses of the nine supervisors survey to question ‘Which of
the following skills do you expect staff to have when arriving in post? and then to the question ‘Which
of the following skills do you expect apprentices and trainees to have when arriving in post?’.
We asked specific questions based on the CBI definition of employability from their 2007 publication
‘Time well spent: Embedding employability in work experience’1 which states:

1

‘Time well spent: Embedding employability in work experience’, (CBI 2007)
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A positive attitude is the key foundation of employability. This can be summed up as a 'can-do'
approach, a readiness to take part and contribute, openness to new ideas and a drive to make those
ideas happen. An attitude of this kind underpins the following seven-point framework:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self-management
Team working
Business and customer awareness
Problem solving
Communication and literacy
Application of numeracy
Application of information technology

Comparing the two charts below you can see the recruiting for potential training had worked to
change expectations and that supervisors understood that applicants to the trainee roles would be less
job ready than those applying for staff roles.
‘I realised it is better to recruit someone [for this programme] who is going to be learning rather
than someone who already trained. It was an interesting shift in my thinking.’
Verusca Calabria, Heritage Project Manager, Environment Trust
It is interesting to note the two areas where there is most overlap between expectations of staff and
trainees; self-management and team-working. The data collected suggested that trainees also needed
support in these areas at the start of their traineeships and the mentor role in part provided the
scaffolding to develop this. Supervisors also had high expectations of trainees’ IT skills, perhaps showing
an expectation that younger people are more tech savvy.

Since setting up our evaluation in 2014 further research has been done on work readiness skills and the most
recent CBI endorsed list of employability skills is from Skills Builder. These can be mapped to the above
framework.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Listening
Presenting
Problem solving
Creativity
Staying positive
Aiming high
Leadership
8. Teamwork
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Which of the following skills do you expect staff to have when arriving in post?
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Which of the following skills do you expect apprentices and trainees to have when arriving
in post?
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Confidence and employability skills
‘Confidence is the main thing that has increased as part of the traineeship, I've been in challenging
situations and been out of my comfort zone, it has allowed me to grow tremendously. I have a greater
confidence in my own abilities and ideas and now know that I have a lot I can bring to any future
organisation.’ Trainee
‘I have been on Front of House and working with lots of different people in Education workshops, so
this has helped me with communication and confidence. Working in different departments has helped
me with my teamworking skills’ Apprentice
Trainees and apprentices were specifically asked about the development over their placements of skills
that have been shown to relate to employability. Everyone felt their confidence, ability to work in a
team and communication skills were increase by the placements.

In addition to asking the participants directly if they felt their confidence had increased, we also asked
a set of eight questions to provide a General Self Efficacy scale score for each of the apprentices and
trainees at the start and end of their placement.
The General Self Efficacy scale2 (GSE) was developed by Ralf Schwarzer and Matthias Jerusalem and is
an internationally recognised measure of confidence, agency and resilience. The scale produces a score
out of 40, with an average UK score of between 28-31. (See Appendix A for more information about
the Scale.)

2

Schwarzer, R., & Jerusalem, M. (1995). ‘Generalized Self-Efficacy scale’. In J. Weinman, S. Wright, & M.
Johnston, Measures in health psychology: A user’s portfolio. Causal and control beliefs (pp. 35-37). Windsor,
England: NFER-NELSON.
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Of the nine participants we have before and after data for, five increased their scores, three stayed the
same and one’s score decreased by one. There was no clear difference between the GSE scores of the
apprentices and trainees or when in the four years of the programme trainees and apprentices took
part.

General Self Efficacy Scores of apprentices and trainees: start
and end of programme
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Comments on their skill development from trainees and apprentices included:
‘I have gained a greater confidence in the workplace and feel much more assured of the direction I
wish to take professionally in the heritage sector. ‘
‘Doing more behind the scenes tasks has meant that my admin skills have improved, I'm far better at
using spreadsheets and also have a broader sense of what audiences need and what we should
provide.’
‘Communication Skills were enhanced and tested and feel confident in communicating with a wide
range of the community as well as colleagues.’
‘working at two very different places, both with different responsibilities and tasks was at times difficult
to navigate but I feel it has been helpful to have this and to test my time-management skills, and I am
now confident in the knowledge that I could manage myself and time confidently at a future job’
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Trainee Eight facilitating a heritage inspired family workshop at Fulham Palace

3. To what extent, and how does the Orleans House Gallery SFTF
programme model build best practice and organisation partnership skills?
Breadth and quality of training offer
All trainees and apprentices were given a generous budget for training, for the apprentices this was in
addition to their level 3 qualification. The range of internal and external museum, heritage and arts
training days and courses trainees and apprentices could access was remarkable, and trainees felt
privileged to be able to go on so much training and say it had an important impact on everything they
learnt.
The Museum of London Development Training and Skills Programme provided a large amount of free
training – and their newsletter was very useful in terms of communicating other training opportunities.
Apprentices all gained a level 3 qualifications in Community Arts Management. Consistency and contact
from their accreditation assessors at the college were key to what apprentices felt was high quality
training for their qualifications, with instances when this did not happen having a large reported effect
on apprentices learning, confidence and progress.
‘The college contact I had who assessed my Level 3 accreditation rarely replied to my questions or
emails, repeatedly cancelled meetings and was generally very unhelpful. This caused a lot of stress’
Apprentice
Accreditation
OHG worked with three different course accreditation providers for the apprentices through the
programme; Creative and Cultural Skills, DIVA and the V&A.
They tried different providers and found that none of them were ideal, although partly the issues were
the curriculum of the qualifications available which at the time were Community Arts Management and
Cultural Venue Operations.
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All apprentices did the Level 3 Diploma in Community Arts Management. Although the Unit headings
often seemed very relevant the individual questions themselves within that unit often didn’t
correspond. Heather Whitt explained using the mandatory unit ‘Generating Ideas For Community
Arts Projects’ from the Community Arts Diploma.
‘At first look it looks simple enough and sounds as though it would involve researching and forming
abstract ideas around Community Arts Projects. However, in actual fact it involved creating a full
project plan with budget etc, and being able to pitch these ideas to ‘funders and stakeholders’, with
handouts. Inevitably this usually meant apprentices delivering a presentation to other members of
staff, all for an imagined project which perhaps wasn’t viable or possible for the organisation to run.
Sometimes, understandably, this was demotivating, especially when the recommended time taken to
complete this unit was 48 working hours and apprentices had other work for current arts projects to
juggle. It would’ve been more motivating, and a better use of apprentice and organisational time had
the accreditation tasks aligned more fully with apprentices’ everyday work.
Individual questions were often really badly worded too which didn’t help with accessibility and made
coursework harder for apprentices than it needed to be, especially for those who struggle with
written tasks. This seems counter intuitive when apprenticeships are often a practical work route for
those who find their learning style is less suited to written work.’

Trainee Two delivering an adult workshop at Orleans House Gallery
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Unit Title: Generating Ideas For Community Arts Projects
Unit Credit Value:
6
Unit Level:
three
Unit Guided Learning Hours: 48
Ofqual Unit Reference Number: Y/601/5908
Unit Review Date:31/12/2016
Unit Sector: 8.1 Sport, Leisure and Recreation
Unit Summary
LEARNING
OUTCOMES

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

The learner will:

The learner can:
1.1. Apply appropriate basic market research techniques to identify trends and
developments in community arts

1.2. Summarise ideas for a range of projects to include:
1. Be able to
originate ideas for
(a) Format
community arts
(b) Style
projects
(c) Budget
(d) Potential participants
1.3. Justify the ‘originality’ of ideas in comparison to other projects
2.1. Evaluate how ideas contribute to organisational objectives
2.2. Assess the viability of the ideas including:
2. Be able to
develop ideas for
community arts
projects

(a) Copyright implications
(b) Potential regulatory and legal implications
(c) The requirements of funders and stakeholders
(d) Implications for cost, technical and logistical factors on the
organisation
2.3. Prepare outline project proposals which are clear and persuasive

3.1. Use a range of different media and format to explain project ideas and justify
3. Be able to pitch why they believe it will succeed
ideas for
3.2. Logically substantiate project idea by providing important and relevant facts
community arts and figures
projects to
3.3. Use appropriate handouts to improve understanding of the project idea
funders and
and/or any information contained within the organisation’s plan
stakeholders
3.4. Answer questions about and be able to justify aspects of the project idea
Given there are so few providers of cultural apprenticeships it was not practical for apprentices to go
and spend a day in college. The one day a week to do coursework was OHG attempt to replicate the
dedicated time a day in college gives apprentices. Assessors needed to work extra hard to make sure
apprentices felt supported and able to get in contact without the weekly contact time. Erratic contact,
changing meeting times at the last minutes and not being clear who was responsible for arranging
meetings to go through evidence for units with Assessors could all affect the motivation of apprentices
and made them feel unsupported.
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Trainee Six delivering a family workshop which she planned and ran at Garrick’s Temple to Shakespeare

OHG also noted that Assessors needed to have a good understanding of how cultural organisations
functioned, including how staff availability can fluctuate. Making sure there are sufficient Apprenticeship
Assessors who have experience of working in the heritage sector is important going forward.
Knowledge transfer
By the end of the project host organisations reported trainees transferred knowledge back in to their
organisations from the training they attended, although OHG in particular noted that the processes
needed to ensure this happened were only really working well near the end of the four years.

Expectations and skills of supervisors
As set out above the data clearly shows supervisors had different expectations of trainees compared
to staff and understood recruiting for potential. All the host organisations expected the partnership to
take time to set up and believed that the benefits to improving their practice outweighed the loss in
capacity in the early stages of the project when time had to be spent building relationships, deciding
on the processes of the traineeships and honing communication across sites.
All of the supervisors felt they had gained valuable skills in hosting placements and running partnerships
from taking part in the programme, and that their organisations were enriched by the trainees. All felt
more confident hosting placements and would take part in a similar programme again. Some felt
confident they could now run programmes themselves.

Time required to deliver support for trainees
Supervisors were asked in interviews about the time needed to support the trainees in their roles.
They all said that trainees required more time to supervise than they contributed at the start of
traineeships, but within two months trainees were contributing more than they were taking.
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The experience with apprentices at OHG was different. Supervision time was greater in terms of
supporting apprentices to get used to working patterns, and with course work. Apprentice output was
also impacted by a day a week spent on coursework.
In all cases the host partner organisations originally signed up to having a trainee one day a week in
their partnership agreement, but after meeting the trainee at interview and experiencing the value they
brought all organisations asked to host their trainee for two days a week. This is clear evidence of the
value trainees contributed to their host organisations.
Host organisations also found that they needed to provide far less support than planned to host a
trainee. In a large part this is due to the support OHG provided centrally.
Several trainees noted that it felt like their host organisations and OHG did not have a great deal of
time to work with them. Given the workload reported by heritage organisations in surveys from the
Museums Association and Arts Council England this is not surprising but does highlight the importance
of supervisors carving out time to support trainees and dedicated time being given each week to
placements for course work and other activities.
‘A variety of training opportunities were made available to me and the team were very approachable
and kind; however, time constraints on the team meant that I sometimes felt concerned about
asking for more help.’ Trainee
‘The additional staff time created from having the trainees added huge value for us, particularly at a
time of pressure. Additionally, one trainee went on to become a staff member. It is an invaluable
programme that has benefited us greatly.’
Helen Elletson, Curator, William Morris Society

A Family Trail designed and illustrated by Trainee Five

Trainee Six spent half of her partner placement at
Emery Walker House working under the
guidance and mentorship of Trainee Three who
had secured work there after her traineeship.
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Attitude and confidence of partner staff to deliver work-based learning
All the host partners were very positive about the benefits of work-based learning, felt they were well
supported by OHG and able to offer good training opportunities through the placements to their
trainees.
Trainees themselves reported a more mixed experience with more work needed on the join up
between the two sites of their placement to ensure they were able to access the training offer and
their workload was balanced. This links to the recommendation above to be very clear about how
management responsibility is split between mentor and manager and across sites and therefore who
is setting work, the amount of work and who ensures trainees plan their CPD and signs off on training.

Working in partnership
All the host organisations were committed to developing and working in partnership because of the
clear benefits to improving their practice and expanding what they were able to deliver within their
organisations.
‘We have been impressed with the skills, experience and commitment of our trainees, and found it
particularly beneficial to be working in partnership with other museums. We were able to learn from
our partners and work together in offering a well-balanced trainee opportunity that we could not
have provided on a full-time basis.’
Helen Elletson, Curator, William Morris Society
The programme overall added capacity to all the host organisations, although at the start of
traineeships more time had to be spent supporting the trainee and this needed to be built in to
supervisors’ workloads.
Trainees and apprentices who did not have continuity in the staff supervising them report this had
adverse effects on their placements. Continuity seems to be particularly important for these types of
roles compared to staff.

Trainee Three facilitating a young people’s clay workshop at Orleans House Gallery
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Unexpected outcomes
Benefits of two concurrent placements
A unique feature of the project was that trainees spent 40% of their time at a partner museum. Trainees
reported that the two-site model increased the number of experiences and amount they learnt as they
were exposed to a greater number of practices, types of organisation, programmes and content.
Comments from trainees included:
‘It was an exceptional opportunity to be a part of, especially given the fact I was able to become a
valued part of two different teams.’
‘I was able to develop a plethora of skills due to being given such a wide range of opportunities.’
‘working on a variety of projects with different managers, I gained experience in self-management,
team working a problem solving.
Trainees and managers also reported that trainees were transferring knowledge in real time between
the two sites during placements. For example, reporting that one site was working on content
management systems and helping the other site adopt lessons learnt when they also started similar
work. Having two sites increased the benefits of the placements to the trainees and to the host
organisations which managers believed far outweighed the additional time needed to manage the
trainee across two organisations.
It is worth noting that increasing the number of placement sites to more than two did not add value.
At the start of the programme OHG attempted to run a traineeship across two partner sites in
addition to their site. Far more capacity was required to organise the three concurrent placements
and it was stressful for the trainee to manage workload.

Trainee Two delivering a collection-inspired ‘Talk and Draw’ session in the gallery at Orleans House Gallery
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Becoming HR experts
OHG and supervisors all reported becoming more expert in HR procedures. For OHG staff it was
learning the details of the employment procedures for hosting internships. For hosts it was running
recruitment rounds and administering placements.
‘As we are such a small organisation without dedicated HR support; we don’t have any specialist
staff. It was interesting to see how a larger organisation worked. We saw best practice in
recruitment procedures. We had to recruit for our [Heritage Fund] project. It was helpful to see the
procedures in action and then put them in place for our project.’
Helen Elletson, Curator, William Morris Society
Becoming Apprenticeship experts
OHG developed a high level of expertise in hosting Apprenticeships. Their experience of hosting
apprenticeships meant that they were asked to host a Museum Pathways apprentice as one of the
British Museum’s project partners and also two TOH Heritage Interpretation Apprentices.
Rich relationships
Supervisors reported that the project created really rich relationships across sites and internally
between departments where trainees were placed. New relationships were also forged through
delivering training together, host to host and internally and externally. Relationships were built across
hosts through the shared experience of having trainees. Supervisors noted that the project gave a
positive reason for communication with peers in other organisations and has built relationships and
partnerships which are lasting beyond the project.
Validation of smaller organisations
Supervisors at the smaller host organisations also noted that being a partner to the OHG on a Heritage
Fund project felt like a validation of their work as well as providing peer support that was often lacking
due to the small number of people employed in their organisations.

Apprentice Three cataloguing collection items

Apprentice One receiving his QCF Certificate
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Conclusion
‘I am unbelievably grateful to Orleans House Gallery and [partner site] for giving me this
opportunity. It has allowed me to grow both personally and professionally, and I have been able to
gain heritage employment straight out of this position.’ Trainee
The four-year Skills for the Future programme run by Orleans House Gallery with host partners has
delivered on its aims. Skill shortages have been addressed, the museum workforce has been diversified
and best practice has been built up and disseminated among the partner museums and heritage sites.
New skills that plug existing gaps have been developed by everyone involved in the project; staff,
apprentices and trainees. The museum partners all report using the skills and knowledge brought in to
their organisations by the trainees, for example to develop new collection management procedures or
recruitment and employment practices. Staff have developed new skills in hosting placements including
delivering apprenticeship qualifications. Trainees and apprentices have acquired skills and experience
that have enabled ten of the 12 to progress on to employment in the museum and heritage sector and
one to study for an MA in museum studies.
Young people from a BAME background have progressed in to careers in the museum and heritage
sector. The sector has been opened up to people who would have been excluded as they could not
work for free to gain the experience needed to enter a heritage career. Museums and heritage sites
have expanded their programming and developed their thinking to recognise the needs of a wider
range of audiences.
A rich skill base in recruiting a more diverse workforce from a more disadvantaged background has
been developed by OHG and shared with the partners. Deep partnerships have been developed
between museums. Expertise in running two site placements has been built, which in the future can
allow for shorter placements that build the same amount of knowledge and experience as longer one
site placements.

Apprentice One assisting with a young people’s workshop at Orleans House Gallery
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Recommendations for future projects
1. Adopt the recruitment model including targeted advertising and open days.
2. For maximum impact over a short period of time run placements across two sites or in larger
organisations consider across two departments – this has benefits for organisations and
individuals that outweigh the additional organisational time required to set up.
3. Employ a mentor for participants, separate from line manager, who is a member of staff. Having
the programme coordinator as the mentor works well.
4. Give participants a timetable for their first few weeks.
5. Be very clear about how management responsibility is split between mentor and manager and
across sites. For example, who signs off on training requests, annual leave, who sick leave is
reported to and so on.
6. Wherever possible ensure line managers do not change over the course of placements to
maximise outcomes for trainees and apprentices.
7. Ensure time is protected for supervisors to support placements, and for participants to do
coursework for any qualifications.
8. Provide training for participants on how to get the most out of CPD opportunities including
networking. Put in place a system to disseminate learning from the training they attend within
the wider organisation.
9. Make small amounts of funding available; this is what drives the ability of smaller organisations
to take part and drives communication and further partnership working around a positive
project.
10. Funders should require similar projects to pay a living wage to ensure diversity of participants.
They should also highlight that apprenticeship programmes could be eligible for Apprenticeship
Levy funds.
11. Sector support should be put in place to ensure Apprenticeship NVQ qualification assessors
are drawn from staff who have experience of working in the heritage sector and understand
how heritage organisations function.
Samantha Cairns
Sam Cairns Associates
February 2019
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Appendix A – General Self Efficacy Scale
The General Self Efficacy scale3 (GCE) was developed by Ralf Schwarzer and Matthias Jerusalem and is
an internationally recognised measure of confidence, agency and resilience. The scale produces a score
out of 40, with an average UK score of between 28-31.
Young people are asked to respond to 10 statements:
1. I can always manage to solve difficult problems if I try hard enough.
2. If someone opposes me, I can find the means and ways to get what I want.
3. It is easy for me to stick to my aims and accomplish my goals.
4. I am confident that I could deal efficiently with unexpected events.
5. Thanks to my resourcefulness, I know how to handle unforeseen situations.
6. I can solve most problems if I invest the necessary effort.
7. I can remain calm when facing difficulties because I can rely on my coping abilities.
8. When I am confronted with a problem, I can usually find several solutions.
9. If I am in trouble, I can usually think of a solution.
10. I can usually handle whatever comes my way.
The response format is:
1 = Not at all true 2 = Hardly true 3 = Moderately true 4 = Exactly true
Responses are summed from all the 10 items to yield the final composite score with a range from 10
to 40. It does not require recoding. It is valid with young people 12 years and older.

3

Schwarzer, R., & Jerusalem, M. (1995). Generalized Self-Efficacy scale. In J. Weinman, S. Wright, & M. Johnston,
Measures in health psychology: A user’s portfolio. Causal and control beliefs (pp. 35-37). Windsor, England:
NFER-NELSON.
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Appendix B - Project Aims and Outputs
In 2014 the aims and outputs of the project, based on Heritage Fund deliverables, were defined as:
1. Address skills shortages
1.1. Skills relating to the delivery of heritage learning, interpretation and participation
programmes including:
1.1.1. skills to plan, manage and deliver learning programmes for a variety of different
audiences;
1.1.2. community engagement skills, for example, the skills needed to work with underrepresented audiences in heritage;
1.1.3. interpretation skills, for example, to create engaging and accessible exhibitions;
1.1.4. skills to use digital technology in public engagement;
1.1.5. business, marketing or other generic skills that can be delivered alongside
heritage skills
1.2. Skills relating to working practically with heritage collections, including:
1.2.1. documentation skills;
1.2.2. collection conservation skills;
1.2.3. research and local history skills;
1.2.4. framing and display skills;
1.2.5. skills to manage and look after historical buildings.
2. Workforce diversity
2.1. Number of target apprentices and trainees recruited (target: 100% NEET for
Apprenticeships and 40% BAME for traineeships)
2.2. Number of apprentices and trainees completing placements (target: 100%)
2.3. Number of apprentices gaining qualifications (target: 100% apprentices achieving level
2 qualification)
2.4. Number of apprentices and trainees progressing to paid employment or further
training in the sector within 3 months of completion (target: 80%)
2.5. Overall satisfaction of apprentices and trainees with learning experience (target: 75%
very satisfied; 100% very or quite satisfied)
2.6. Apprentices and trainees’ perception of development of their heritage skills (target:
100% express increase in perceived skills)
2.7. Apprentices and trainees’ perception of development of their general workplace skills
(target: 100% express increase in perceived skills)
2.8. Apprentices and trainees’ assessment of change their own confidence levels (target:
100% express increase confidence)
3. Build on best practice
3.1. Overall satisfaction of partner organisations (target: 75% very satisfied; 100% very or
quite satisfied)
3.2. Partner organisations’ perception of development of their skills and confidence
working with apprentices and trainees (target: 100% express increase confidence)
3.3. Changes in attitude towards working with apprentices and trainees (target: 100%
express desire to work with trainees in future)
3.4. Number of heritage sector professionals benefiting from project dissemination
(target: 100 professionals onsite with additional benefiting from evaluation
documentation made available online)
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Appendix C – Training and Conferences attended by Trainees and
Apprentices
Nadine Fletcher, Heritage Learning, Participation and Interpretation Trainee:
December – June 2014:
Training Completed
- Orleans House Gallery induction, including training on Health and Safety, IT Systems, Working
with Volunteers/Freelancers and Safeguarding Procedures (December 2014)
- Engaging Young People, UK Theatre (20th October 2014)
- Writing about Art, Whitechapel Gallery (28th November 2014)
- Online Equality & Diversity and Safeguarding training (November 2014)
- CV skills training, In-house

Luke Perry, Building and Collections Care Apprentice:
December 2014 – December 2015:
Qualification
Level 3 QCF qualification in Cultural Heritage, V&A
Training Completed
- Orleans House Gallery induction, including training on Health and Safety, IT Systems, Working
with Volunteers/Freelancers and Safeguarding Procedures (December 2014)
- Introduction to the Apprenticeship Qualification and Work-Based Programme, In-house
- Equality and Diversity Awareness training, In-house
- Coaching and Mentoring Skills, In-house
- Supervisory/Training and Development Skills, In-house
- Introduction to Level 3 QCF qualification in Cultural Heritage, V&A (3rd November 2014)
- Manual Handling, In-house
- In-house, on the job training installing 3 exhibitions - included moving and handling objects,
hanging artworks to agreed specifications and ensuring the safety of the collections and people
nearby throughout the process.
- Train the Trainer, Richmond CVS (March 2015)
- Working with People with Mental Ill Health, MIND (March 2015)
- MODES collection database training, In-house
- Additional training sessions as part of the Level 3 QCF qualification in Cultural Heritage, V&A
(March 2015)
- Writing Effective Questionnaires, Richmond CVS (21st April 2015)
- Presentation Skills training (5th May 2015)
- Assertiveness and Self Confidence, LBRUT (8th May 2015)
- ‘Thinking Strategically about Volunteers’, Orleans House Gallery (12th May 2015)
- Collections Cleaning (part of a 10-week course), Museum of London. This was a 10-week course
aimed at museum professionals, detailing the importance of preventative conservation and
providing them with the skills and knowledge to give appropriate care to a range of collections.
Places on the course are highly desirable and it was a significant achievement for Luke to have
been successful in achieving a place.
- Time Management training (11th June 2015)
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Juliet Harris, Heritage Learning, Participation and Interpretation Trainee:
March – September 2015:
Training Completed
- Orleans House Gallery induction, including training on Health and Safety, IT Systems, Working
with Volunteers/Freelancers and Safeguarding Procedures (March 2015)
- Gallery/IT induction, in-house (March 2015)
- Train the Trainer and Knowing Your Impact: Measuring Soft Outcomes, Richmond CVS (March
2015)
- Working with People with Mental Ill Health, MIND (March 2015)
- Digital Families – Kids in Museums, (March 2015)
- Equality and Diversity, Richmond CVS (27th March 2015)
- Safeguarding training, Holly Lodge Centre (21st April 2015)
- Assertiveness and Self Confidence, LBRUT (8th May 2015)
- Early stage Dementia awareness for Arts facilitators (11th May 2015)
- ‘Thinking Strategically about Volunteers’, Orleans House Gallery (12th May 2015). This was a skillssharing conference outlining upcoming projects taking place across West London, providing
networking and job opportunities to sector professionals.
- LBRUT induction (10th June 2015)
- Time Management training (11th June 2015)
- Making the Most of Excel (18th June 2015)
- CV skills training, in-house (June 2015)

Jessica Loukaides, Heritage Learning, Interpretation and Participation Trainee:
September – March 2015:
Training Completed
- Orleans House Gallery induction, including training on Health and Safety, IT Systems, Working
with Volunteers/Freelancers and Safeguarding Procedures (September 2015)
- Fundraising training (13th July 2015)
- Disability Awareness training (16th September 2015)
- Volunteer Management training, NCVO (3rd November 2015)
- CV skills training, in-house
- Staff training, A&C Hammersmith (30th September/1st October 2015)
- Bronze & Silver Arts Award Training (12th October 2015)
- Fusion Training - Collections Care and Educational Activities, Museum of London (28th October
2015)

Abigail Addai, Exhibitions and Festivals Apprentice:
December 2015 – December 2016:
Qualification
- Level 3 qualification in Community Arts Management, DiVA
Training Completed
- Orleans House Gallery induction, including training on Health and Safety, IT Systems, Working
with Volunteers/Freelancers and Safeguarding Procedures (December 2015)
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Time Management training, in-house
First Aid training, in-house
Assertiveness and Self Confidence, LBRUT (November 2015)
Project Management training, LBRUT
Volunteer Management training, National Trust (February 2016)
Cultural Tourism, Greater London Authority (March 2016)
CC Skills conference, CCSkills (March 2016)
Photoshop/InDesign training, in-house – delivered by Trainee Jess Nash

Jayne Linakar, Practical Heritage Trainee:
December 2015 – June 2016:
Training Completed
- Orleans House Gallery induction, including training on Health and Safety, IT Systems, Working
with Volunteers/Freelancers and Safeguarding Procedures (December 2015)
- Project Management training, LBRUT (22nd February)
- Teaching Prehistory in Schools, Gunnersbury Park Museum (8th March)
- Basic Film Making, Museum of London (15th March)
- Making the Most of Storage Solutions, Museums Association (17th March)

Jessica Nash, Heritage Learning, Interpretation and Participation Trainee:
September 2016 – March 2017:
Training Completed
- Orleans House Gallery induction, including training on Health and Safety, IT Systems, Working
with Volunteers/Freelancers and Safeguarding Procedures (September 2016)
- Creating Digital Learning Programmes, V&A (October 2016)
- Social Media Strategies session, Museum of London
- Arts Award, Trinity College
- Managing Volunteers, Museum of London
- A.N.D. For Schools: The Creative Childhood Conference
- Bronze and Silver Arts Award Training
- Job Hunting/Interview Skills, in-house training

Leigh Collins, Community Arts and Engagement Apprentice:
December 2016 – December 2017:
Qualification
- Level 3 qualification in Community Arts Management, CCSkills
Training Completed
- Orleans House Gallery induction, including training on Health and Safety, IT Systems,
Safeguarding Procedures and Evaluating Events (December 2016)
- Early Years CPD training, October Gallery (24th February 2017)
- Skills Sharing session, Strawberry Hill House (28th February 2017)
- Making the Most of Social Media, Kingston Museum
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Skills Sharing session, The Horniman Museum (17th March)
‘How to Get Press in the Digital Age’, Fulham Palace (23rd March)
Training on how to devise/deliver storytelling sessions for Early Years, In-house
Dementia Friends training
Professional Development/Positivity coaching, Richmond Council
Disability Networking Meeting for local charitable organisations, Orleans House Gallery (30th
March 2017)
Skills sharing session on how to embed Arts Award into school session & deliver an Arts
Award Trail, Strawberry Hill House (27th April 2017)
Writing for the Web & Trip Advisor Secrets, The London Museum of Water and Steam (12th June)
Developing Marketing Strategies, Museum of London
Online Assertiveness training, Lynda.com/LinkedIn
Museum & Heritage Conference, London Olympia (17th/18th May) - including
workshops/lectures on ‘Interpretive Writing – Learning How to Get It Right for Your Visitors’, digital
collaborations between museums and schools, how to create emotional and memorable
moments for visitors, and ‘Understanding Your Online Audience’.

Lydia Wooley, Heritage Learning, Interpretation and Participation Trainee:
January – July 2017:
Training Completed
- Orleans House Gallery induction, including training on Health and Safety, IT Systems, Working
with Volunteers/Freelancers and Safeguarding Procedures (January 2017)
- Training on how to devise/deliver storytelling sessions for Early Years, in-house
- Dementia Friends training
- Early Years CPD training, October Gallery (24th February 2017)
- ‘The Legacy and Ghost of Pope’ symposium, Pope’s Grotto Preservation Trust/Strawberry Hill
Trust (17th March 2017)
- ‘Making Museums Inclusive and Planning Accessible Interpretation’, V&A
- A conference on ‘protecting a theatrical past’, Normansfield Theatre (20th May)
- Skill sharing session on how to embed Arts Award into school session & deliver an Arts Award
Trail, Strawberry Hill House (27th April 2017)
- GEM twilight event ‘Museums and Mental Health: Supporting and Enriching Experience for All’, The
National Maritime Museum (5th May)
- CV Workshopping/Interview practice sessions, in-house
- Museum & Heritage Conference, London Olympia (17th/18th May) - including
workshops/lectures on ‘Interpretive Writing – Learning How to Get It Right for Your Visitors’,
‘Curating Interactive Exhibitions’, ‘Storytelling to Inspire and Create Visitor Interaction’, and how to engage
people with disabilities.
Lisa Kennedy, Heritage Learning, Interpretation and Participation Trainee:
July 2017 – January 2018:
Training Completed
- Orleans House Gallery induction, including training on Health and Safety, IT Systems, Working
with Volunteers/Freelancers and Safeguarding Procedures (July 2017)
- Interview skills training, Richmond and Wandsworth Councils (25th September)
- Keeping Creative Conference: Cultural Learning in Times of Change, A New Direction (10th
October)
- ‘Teaching in the Gallery - Questioning Style and Object’ (17th October) - a session which discussed
the ways in which objects are selected for use in learning programmes.
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‘What's happening in Black British History?’ (26th October)
GDPR Regulations e-training (31st October)
‘How to: Make an Interactive Story’, Museum of London (28th November)
Collections Review and Rationalisation session (12th December) - Introduction to the new
SPECTRUM standard (5.0) regarding why museums review collections and what justifies a
review.
Archives talk at UCL (8th January 2018)
Discover & Explore Arts Award Adviser training, Trinity College (22nd January 2018)
Healthy Communities Programme, Richmond and Wandsworth Councils (20th February
2018)
Oral History training, by Archivist Abigail Wharne – learning the new standard for transcribing
oral histories for projects, according to Oral History Society guidance (27th February 2018)
Teaching in the Gallery, October Gallery (19th March) – learning how best to teach in the gallery
space itself, covering a variety of audience from children to adults, and a variety of different
possible types of exhibiting work.

Carys Jones, Arts and Community Engagement Apprentice:
September 2017 – September 2018:
Qualification
- Level 3 qualification in Community Arts Management, CCSkills
Training Completed
- Orleans House Gallery induction, including training on Health and Safety, IT Systems, Working
with Volunteers/Freelancers and Safeguarding Procedures (from 18th September 2017)
- Unconscious Bias, Freedom of Information & Equality, Diversity and Inclusion e-courses, Richmond
and Wandsworth SSA (15th November)
- Data Protection in the Workplace training (19th November)
- Richmond and Wandsworth Councils Shared Staffing Information Security Awareness (21st
November)
- ‘How to: Make an Interactive Story’, Museum of London (28th November)
- Basic Video Making, Bethlem Museum of the Mind (30th November)
- An Introduction to Capturing and Evaluating Visitor Data, Museum of London (16th January 2018)
- Training, Recruiting & Inducting Volunteers, RACC (20th February 2018)
- Planning a Live Stream for a Learning Audience, Museum of London (23rd Feb)
- Advanced Google Analytics Training, Fulham Palace (13th March)
- Museums and Schools Literacy Conference, National Maritime Museum (16th March)
- Creative Careers one-day training course, Orleans House Gallery (16th April)
- Teaching in the Gallery: The Essentials, October Gallery (23rd April)
- Dementia Friends Information Session, Orleans House Gallery (21st May)
- Creative Careers: How to Deliver Tours, Orleans House Gallery (24th May)
- Evaluation Process Training, Museum of London (22nd June)
- GDPR Regulations e-training, Richmond and Wandsworth Councils (28th June)
- Creative Careers one-day training course, Orleans House Gallery (26th July)
- Adult: Inclusion, Participation and Outreach conference, V&A (29th September)

Jasmin Aziz, Heritage Learning, Interpretation and Participation Trainee:
December 2017 – June 2018:
Training Completed
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Orleans House Gallery induction, including training on Health and Safety, IT Systems, Working
with Volunteers/Freelancers and Safeguarding Procedures (from 29th January 2018)
Unconscious Bias, Freedom of Information & Equality, Diversity and Inclusion e-courses, Richmond
and Wandsworth SSA (9th March)
Advanced Google Analytics Training, Fulham Palace (13th March)
Arts Award Bronze and Silver Advisor Training, Hammersmith & Fulham Council (19th March)
Brick by Brick, Careers in the Museum Sector, Museum of the Order of Saint John (22nd March)
Creative Careers one-day training course, Orleans House Gallery (16th April)
‘Social Media, What Can it do For Your Organisation?’, Museum of London (11th May)
Museums and Heritage Expo, Kensington Olympia (16th May)
Embedding Maths and English into Courses one-day training, Richmond Community Learning
Fund (17th May)
‘A Culture of Lates: How do Museum Lates Build Audiences & Generate Income?’ conference,
Culture 24 (1st June)
Informing Change: Engaging LGBTQ Audiences, V&A (15th June)
GDPR Regulations e-training, Richmond and Wandsworth Councils (28th June)
‘Values for Stronger Communities’ interactive workshop, Battersea Arts Centre (7th July)
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